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the new network management application looks promising to bob
byars, network engineer at st. mary's hospital, grand junction, colo., a
hipath customer. he's just begun testing the new software. if the 'rf
views' portion of wireless manager give us a true picture of rf
coverage, or heck, even a best guess, it will be a benefit, he says. the
hospital is a mix of old and new construction and today determining
access point placement and adjustment is difficult, he says. for many
small and medium-sized enterprises, superior customer service is a
key differentiator from larger competitors. siemens hipath procenter
agile v7.0 is a cost-effective, feature rich contact centre solution
designed to meet the customer service needs of small-to-medium
sized business call centers up to 100 active agents. now we will
program the agentlogon private function to log on an agent to the
hppc rrserver. first we have to find the agentkey of the related agent.
since call center agents do not really know their agentkey values.
they know the agentid values which is a string value like a code of the
related agent. but the agentkey is the integer value and used as a
unique identifier for the related call center agent users and required
while calling methods related with agents. in order to get the
agentkey value of a user by his/her agentid value, first i will create a
hipathprocenterlibrary user object. and using this user object i will
check each user in the users collection returned by the queryusers()
method of the objadmin administrationmanager object instance.

Siemens HiPath 1100 Manager 70 Build 646

Siemens Communications introduced its HiPath 1100 wireless
management system, which will allow wireless enterprises to monitor
and manage thousands of access points using a single management

console. HiPath 1100 has two components: wireless base stations
(WBS) and wireless controllers. Both are sold separately or as a
package. For more information, please contact your Siemens

representative. Siemens is a leader in integrated voice and video
communications and has more than 4.3 million users of its UC system

in more than 60 countries. A key component in the Siemens
enterprise communications system are video enabled business

phones that provide picture and video capabilities, such as large
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display screens, rolling news, and even in-office presentations by
wirelessly connected users and giving the ability to instantly review

video recordings. Siemens HiPath ProCenter Agile V7.0 is an
affordable, easy-to-use contact center solution that delivers a highly

competitive edge to your business. Let Siemens handle your incoming
call centers. The solution is affordable, easy to use, and easy to

integrate into your business. Cisco Unified Communications Manager
(UCM) is a centralized, intelligent, and flexible UC solution with

advanced functionality for small and medium-sized businesses. UCM
allows your business to design one solution that covers all your

business communications needs. Its easy to deploy and use, scalable
and manageable; UCM delivers the best features and performance for
mobile workers with a wide variety of supported devices. 5ec8ef588b
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